2022-09-08 - VIVO Committers Meeting

Date
08 Sep 2022

Call-in Information
Time: 10:00 am, Eastern Time (New York, GMT-04:00)
- Join Zoom Meeting
  https://lyrasis.zoom.us/j/81398228834?pwd=SE0wdFN3NnFVbEhYVUhuM3B1OMhVUQ09
  Meeting ID: 813 9822 8834
  Passcode: 728426

Attendees
- Indicating note-taker
  1. Brian Lowe
  2. William Welling
  3. Benjamin Gross
  4. Huda Khan
  5. Ralph O’Flinn
  6. Don Elsborg
  7. Georgy Litvinov

Agenda
1. Sonatype lift reports related to VIVO 1.13.0 release.

Notes

Actions

Previous actions
- Dragan Ivanovic to make a PR for fixing privileges for adding grant collaborators
- Dragan Ivanovic to make a PR for fixing ordering of instances with multilingual properties
- Georgy Litvinov to help with Preparing Documentation for Release by coping space VIVO 1.12.x Documentation to the space VIVO 1.13.x Documentation (or to grant Dragan Ivanovic permissions to do that)
- Dragan Ivanovic to work on documenting new features for VIVO 1.13.x Documentation
- Dragan Ivanovic to create the third one google form for reporting the testing results, that form should be used for testing new features introduced in VIVO 1.13.0
  - New Features: https://docs.google.com/forms/d/19FMslvSzg_FK-Wmvg4t7EOP2UDt4FVdQvM4-2IO50/edit?usp=sharing
  - Everyone to review https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1i3W2vynR60mavoiV2Px_kj-k-dQDx3ERWG0PnXX7ekQA/edit?usp=sharing and https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1dks3b3sJsmM7Q33bwHW_1iVem5VRg9tqpx8UTFKIf/edit?usp=sharing
- Ralph O’Flinn to help with Preparing Documentation for Release by coping space VIVO 1.12.x Documentation to the space VIVO 1.13.x Documentation (or to grant Dragan Ivanovic permissions to do that)
- Dragan Ivanovic to work on documenting new features for VIVO 1.13.x Documentation
- Dragan Ivanovic to create the third one google form for reporting the testing results, that form should be used for testing new features introduced in VIVO 1.13.0
  - New Features: https://docs.google.com/forms/d/19FMslvSzg_FK-Wmvg4t7EOP2UDt4FVdQvM4-2IO50/edit?usp=sharing
  - Everyone to review https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1i3W2vynR60mavoiV2Px_kj-k-dQDx3ERWG0PnXX7ekQA/edit?usp=sharing and https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1dks3b3sJsmM7Q33bwHW_1iVem5VRg9tqpx8UTFKIf/edit?usp=sharing
- Brian Lowe to work on removing spring dependencies (https://github.com/vivo-project/Vitro/issues/3686)
- Georgy Litvinov to work on PR for merging back a lost fix he noticed
- Everyone to review spreadsheet for defining requirements for JS and CSS framework selection - https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1p-86FdqQR2SpFlsK5x-a-k60g5ORg6Lr7eeOEetm8g/edit?usp=sharing
- Benjamin Gross to review https://github.com/vivo-project/Vitro/pull/251
- Dragan Ivanovic to review https://github.com/vivo-project/Vitro/pull/251
- Georgy Litvinov to fix the issue with GitHub action https://github.com/vivo-project/Vitro/pull/269
- Ralph O’Flinn to review https://github.com/vivo-project/Vitro/pull/269
- William Welling to review https://github.com/vivo-project/Vitro/pull/269
- Georgy Litvinov to update pom versions in https://github.com/vivo-project/VIVO-languages/pull/104 and https://github.com/vivo-project/Vitro-languages/pull/54


• Dragan Ivanovic to review and merge https://github.com/vivo-project/VIVO-languages/pull/104 and https://github.com/vivo-project/Vitro-languages/pull/54
• Georgy Litvinov to review https://github.com/vivo-project/VIVO/pull/3613
• Dragan Ivanovic to review https://github.com/vivo-project/Vitro/pull/240
• Brian Lowe to review https://github.com/vivo-project/Vitro/pull/240
• Ralph O’Flinn to publish orcid-api-client 0.6.4 and update version of this library at https://github.com/vivo-project/VIVO/blob/main/api/pom.xml#L62
• Dragan Ivanovic to create announcement for the demo meeting and to spread it
• Dragan Ivanovic to reorganize code of https://github.com/vivo-project/Vitro/pull/287 and to get rid of enumerations for data types
• Dragan Ivanovic to investigate organizational (management) aspects of DSpace community and to prepare discussion for the next meeting what might be adopted from there (GitHub actions, labels for issues, template for issue, template for PR)
• William Welling Georgy Litvinov to review sprint PRs (there should be three PRs)
• Brian Lowe to review N3Template operation PR (https://github.com/vivo-project/Vitro/pull/286)
• Georgy Litvinov to review/test https://github.com/vivo-project/orcid-api-client/pull/12
• Ralph O’Flinn to merge https://github.com/vivo-project/orcid-api-client/pull/12 and publish orcid-api-client 0.6.4
• Georgy Litvinov to complete https://github.com/vivo-project/Vitro/pull/251
• Ralph O’Flinn to merge https://github.com/vivo-project/VIVO/pull/3611, after that Georgy Litvinov will create a branch for the sprint and move the code from his fork to there
• Ralph O’Flinn to resolve missing i18n directory issue in VIVO 1.12.2 release
• Georgy Litvinov to work on specification for Dynamic API, Dragan Ivanovic to help Georgy on request
• Ralph O’Flinn to resolve missing i18n directory issue in VIVO 1.12.2 release
• Dragan Ivanovic to find some examples for citation of a GitHub repositories (https://github.com/vivo-project/VIVO/pull/247)
• Georgy Litvinov to contact Tatiana Walther for reviewing https://github.com/vivo-project/VIVO-languages/pull/104 and https://github.com/vivo-project/Vitro-languages/pull/54
• William Welling to review https://github.com/vivo-project/Vitro/pull/241
• Huda Khan to review https://github.com/vivo-project/VIVO/pull/247